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Guest speaker : Sco Donaldson about his recent kayak voyage across the Tasman Sea
This annual dinner will be buﬀet style , $35 per plate , payable by cash or EFTPOS to the
caterers on the night. Yes, please invite your friends and show them what CANANZ is all
about. Our caterers will need to know numbers in advance.
Those who have email will receive a personal invita on, please reply either yes or no, if
you select “maybe” then I’ll chase you. If you select yes you will be charged even if you
don’t turn up, If you are invi ng others along , let me know numbers, or if you desire
vegetarian cuisine, let me know at bobmcdavi @hotmail.com

Update from Jim and Karin Lott on Victoria
July 2018

From the Atlantic to the Pacific
Along with every other yacht wanting to go through the Panama Canal, we waited at the
friendly marina in Shelter Bay for a couple of weeks before our day arrived to cross to the
Pacific. After paying the transit fees
and filling out numerous forms and
documents, we used the time to have a
look around, visiting a historic fort,
hiking along tracks through the tropical rain forest to look at monkeys and
all manner of colourful birds squawking in the branches, and making preparations for our next ocean voyage.
Spanish Fort near Colon
The heat was oppressive and the
breeze intermittent. With frequent
showers making us close all hatches
to add to our discomfort below, we
bought three fans to seek some relief. The air-conditioned lounge and swimming pool at
the marina were put to good use.
A daily bus took us for free to shopping malls and supermarkets in Colon. To get there
we had to cross the canal either on a ferry or across the top of the steel gates when they
closed to contain the water in the locks. The old locks we had passed through in Victoria
25 years ago are now partnered by much larger locks close by, built a few years ago in
response to the bigger ships of today.
Panama still has many desperately poor people, but in the 25 years since it took over the
canal operation from the USA, the country’s economy has grown with an emerging middle class and increased prosperity. While the centre of Colon can be dangerous and
gangs still control some areas,
many parts of Panama have become much safer.
Our advisor gave lots of advice
The sun was just peeping over the
horizon as our advisor/pilot
stepped on board and we were
underway, heading towards the
new road bridge being built high
over the canal approaches.

On board we had to have four line handlers as well as skipper and advisor.
Our friends Dave and Beth had flown in
from Denver and we hired a local student to make up the numbers. Many students have become excellent line handlers using their wages to fund their
studies.
Following the ship into the lock
Approaching the first set of locks that
would lift us up to Gatun Lake, we rafted
alongside an Italian catamaran before following the ship ahead into the lock. Our adviser,
Roy was pleasant enough but had no idea how to stop his mouth from barking constant
orders at everyone. No doubt he had
experienced some nervous or barely
capable people on yachts from time to
time, but his non-stop diatribe of helm
commands, engine orders and instructions to our line handlers was quite a
distraction, especially when he started
contradicting himself.
Taking up the slack as we rose up
Within a few minutes, the Italian skipper and I had worked out how we
would handle our ‘raft’ with a few quiet hand signals to each other, largely ignoring Roy
as he wore out his larynx. The advisor on the Italian yacht kept an eye out but left Roy to
his erratic demands. We progressed
without any trouble through the 3 locks
and parted company for the 40 mile voyage through the buoyed channels across
Gatun Lake. Thankfully Roy was a little
quieter some of the time.
Traffic on Lake Gatun
Our lake voyage was pleasant and unremarkable aside from the moment when a
tug ploughed past leaving a horrendous
wake, which we turned to meet head on.
Fortunately our fore-hatch was closed as
a wave half a metre deep broke across our bow. It washed the securing hook off our anchor, which then launched itself running out about 20 metres of chain before we could
stop it. Our voyage across the tranquil lake continued until our arrival at the Mirabella
locks for the descent to the Pacific.

Going down, small craft enter the lock
ahead of the ship, so we rafted once
again with our Italian friends. Roy had
his second wind, but the Italian skipper
and I did our own thing leaving Roy to
his soliloquy.
A ship entering from behind pushes a
wall of water .
We had been warned by other skippers
about the severe turbulence in the second down lock, where a number of
yachts have suffered damage. We made
sure that our lines were secured
promptly and both skippers used plenty of astern engine power as the current reached us, pushed by the ship entering into our lock behind us. For a
couple of minutes our log recorded
over six knots from astern as our lines
groaned and stretched. It was easy to
understand how damage could occur.
Gateway to the Pacific
A mile or two downstream we dropped
off our student line-handler and Roy,
who seemed entirely satisfied with his
day’s work. The Balboa Yacht Club directed us to a mooring where we could stay a few
days to make our preparations for our long voyage across the Pacific. We sat down to
dinner with Beth and Dave reflecting over a surfeit of wine that we had been out of the Pacific for over six years as we roamed the Atlantic and the waters connected to it.
Karin has had a number of birthdays bouncing around in the ocean, as well as some in
exotic settings. She was adamant that this important birthday, which was four days away,
was not to be spent at sea. Our daughter-in-law, Jess has a phone app that ensures we
always know the top ten restaurants in every city and she directed us to book at the number one in Panama City. I booked on-line deliberately ignoring the prices on the menu, delighted that Dave and Beth would be coming with us. It was only after booking that
I discovered the details of the venue.
Signs of prosperity
We explored the old city on foot, admiring
the buildings that go back centuries. A
mile away the skyscrapers and towers of
the new city stretch over a wide area; an
indication of how much Panama has
grown in sophistication and prosperity.

Dave and Beth shouted us a hotel room for a night. We had enjoyed getting ashore to
stay with friends or in hotels when we were in America and Europe, so it was a pleasure
just to escape from the cabin for a while.
Suitably attired, we headed off for Karin’s birthday dinner, a tad nervous about her reaction when she discovered the restaurant was at a place called ‘Trump Tower’. Karin utters
his name only with unmitigated abhorrence.
The sign when we arrived was not what we expected; the glamorous complex had recently been sold. Karin enjoyed her
lobster feeling no
guilt and the fare
was worthy of its
rating. Our table
at the water’s
edge looked out
to the Pacific
right where Balboa stood in awe
some 500 years
ago.

A special birthday where Balboa once stood.
We scurried round the city preparing for the month-long journey to the Marquesas Islands in French Polynesia. Like most yachts now, we declined to stop at the Galapagos
Islands. With dozens of Ecuadorian craft taking tourists around the islands, it is clear that
private yachts are not particularly welcome. It would have cost us over $NZ2000 just for a
short stay limited to one or two anchorages. Even calling in to buy fuel and supplies the
fee would be about $1000. I had visited previously and the islands did not live up to my
expectation and reports from other yachts that paid the fee and stayed there agreed.
With a 4000 mile voyage ahead, the first 800 miles into light headwinds, we bought plastic
drums so we could increase our diesel capacity from 600 to 1000 litres. We packed food
lockers and filled our freezer, including a dozen loaves of wonderful bread fresh from a
classy bakery, which lasted us well.
Dave and Beth headed to the airport as we headed to the dock at the yacht club. Our arrival to fill our drums and tanks coincided with a vicious squall and a huge deluge with
thunder and lightning, but we were soon on our way.
After a night at anchor in Las Perlas Islands 40 miles from the city, we headed out over a
glassy sea. Our weather advisor, Bob McDavitt suggested we go south for about 300
miles before turning west, then to keep south of the Galapagos archipelago. We joined a
group of a dozen yachts making the same journey and emailed our daily position and any
news to one yacht, which then sent out the fleet list to all. On long voyages keeping in
contact is a daily highlight and something to look forward to.

Some of the group were already
approaching the Marquesas Islands with us at the rear, a day
behind the nearest yacht. It took
over a week to work our way
south and west to the Galapagos
with still more than 3000 miles to
go. Such a long way is pretty
daunting looking ahead but it
pales into nothing when we look
back.
We soon caught up to the nearest two yachts, both Beneteau
50’s the same size as Victoria.
Easy when its nice
As the winds slowly backed to aft of our beam, sailing became more comfortable and we
were able to employ our two poles to stretch out both headsails, a very useful rig that
gives lots of control easily from the cockpit, especially when squalls arrive. Although we
set up the rig several years ago we had never had an opportunity to try it against similar
yachts and is was pleasing to verify that we gained steadily on the other two similar
yachts, arriving about 300 miles ahead 28 days out from Panama.
Like most long passages, tedium is the main challenge, coped with by reading at least a
book a day. Fitting a new alternator on the engine just after leaving Panama and having to
re-gas the freezer system a week later provided a change. A day or so later the sheet on
the genoa parted with a bang and the sail immediately wrapped itself tight around the
forestay and jammed solid shortly before dark. After trying everything possible we were left with no choice but a
trip aloft in the bosun’s chair made
trickier by having to go up the forestay
with the yacht rolling heavily. But we
soon got it sorted, with damage limited
to a few bruises. In comparison to fixing things, boredom is preferable and
we settled down to sailing along watching the sun rise astern and set ahead.
Fatu Hiva, spectacular rock formations.
All the islands in the Marquesas group
are truly spectacular with volcanic
spires and deep valleys like a much enlarged version of Bream Head. Officialdom is relaxed and most yachts head to
Fatu Hiva at the southeast end of the chain even though customs clearance is not possible. The anchorage at the Bay of Virgins is deep with a boulder bottom, but we managed
to get our anchor to hold in the strong gusts tumbling down the narrow valley.

We made friends with those aboard several other yachts many of whom were enjoying
getting back to normality after the long haul from Panama. Ashore, broad concrete roads
link the tiny villages and a small general store carried a wide range of goods. Alas we had
no Pacific francs, the only acceptable currency. But pampelmous (wonderfully sweet
grapefruit), bananas and papaya grow in wild profusion so scurvy was not a problem.We
soon discovered that every anchorage was rolly as we worked our way north through the
islands to Nuku Hiva, the ‘capital’ of the Marquesas where an enterprising American married to a local has developed a surprisingly efficient yacht service centre. He acts as customs agent and because we have travel insurance, issued us an exemption from paying a
cash bond normally required from all persons
who arrive in yachts. He also took care of our
large bag of laundry and hired us his 4-wheel
drive ute so we could spend a day looking
round the island.
Exploring Nuku Hiva
Jon Tucker, a veteran sailor/author/builder
along with his wife Barb joined us in the ute for
the day. They had sailed with their son and his
family from Panama and there was no shortage
of discussion and salty yarns to liven the day
as we wound our way 2000 metres up narrow
concrete and dirt roads along ridges and
through valleys. Some corners required 3point turns and ruts and potholes were interspersed with river fords. Small groups of houses appeared from time to time and an ancient
settlement reduced to stone walls told of a
lengthy history of civilisation in the islands.
Bygone civilisation
A restaurant served an excellent lunch at a
beach miles from anywhere. The views were
stunning between the clouds and rain covering the mountain tops.
Farewell to stunning Marquesas
With fresh provisions it was back to sea for a
few days on the 500 mile voyage to the Tuamotu Islands, a vast group of islands named
on older charts as “The Dangerous Archipelago”. In the past 30 years the advent of GPS
and electronic charts has changed navigation
in so many ways. Relying on sun and star
sights to fix position was realistically accurate
to about 5 miles on a yacht. With the low-lying atolls visible from about the same distance
it is not surprising that many vessels came to grief on the vast array of reefs and motus.

The pass into the lagoon at Kauehi Island was easy and at the sandy anchorage we were
completely still for the first time
in several weeks. After catching
up with friends for a couple of
days, the lure of fresh supplies
had us on the move again to Fakarava Atoll where we anchored
with about 20 other yachts.
Hello to Paradise, Fakarava atoll, Tuamotu .
Ashore two small supermarkets
had most of what we needed.
French bread and wonderful
pastries, internet and very
friendly people encouraged us
to linger at this lovely spot,
which we rate right at the top of
the nicest places anywhere we have been.

Some photos from Ted Berry on his tour of Norway:
Ted Berry says he has got a town at 67 North called Bodo, well into the Arc c circle.

It’s surprisingly normal, could be anywhere. Lots of high rises, great roads, and of course
a harbour full of mostly motorised cra but also a few yachts. Bodo , here on the edge
of a ﬁord, was built on herring ﬁshing and is now very prosperous. We did a kayaking excursion yesterday, great way of viewing a port.

In Oslo we went to the Fram museum, and then Kon Tiki. Both top class museums.

The ﬁords are spectacular and run many miles inland. Huge number of rivers and lakes
so no surprise that there are boats everywhere - including some old wooden vessels built
in the style of Viking cra .

Bob McDavi ’s weather corner. Lightning
WINDY.COM have added a new layer, called RAIN,THUNDER, shown here as a combina on of rain and
lightning density. Technical details are at conﬂuence.ecmwf.int//display/FCST/45r1+new+parameters%
3A+lightning+ﬂash+density

Forecast for lightning, 10am Tuesday 31 July
Lightning is sta c electricity. Any object that spikes upwards from an otherwise ﬂat horizon is asking to
be struck by lightning. When updra s in a shower cloud exceed around 25 km/hr (13 knots), air and
water molecules are rubbed together, crea ng sta c electricity (making lots of free electrons). In the
updra , rain, ice, and snow are jumbled, and the lighter par cles are li ed to the cloud top carrying
posi ve charges, whilst freed electrons tend to a ach to the heavier par cles at base of the cloud. Like
charges repel, and so this reservoir of electrons in the base of the cloud causes the free electrons in the
ground beneath the cloud to go elsewhere. This forms an area of posi ve charge in the ground under
the cloud. When the cloud gets blown around, this posi vely-charged area follows the cloud like a
shadow. When the reservoir of charge in the cloud gets large enough, an explosive discharge occurs.
First, groups of electrons leap outwards and downwards in all direc ons
towards the posi ve area near the ground. This happens in steps, called
leaders, each taking around a nanosecond and containing around 100
Amps. At the end of each step the pause may break the leader into two.
When one of these leaders is within about 100 metres of the ground a
group of posi vely-charged par cles (carrying an excess of protons)
streams up from the earth to meet the leader. These are called streamers
and are best made from a spike or tower (or tree). When the streamer
meets the leader, the stored energy (~100 million volts at ~50,000 Amps)
is released suddenly enough so that the air in the stream is ionized. It
turns to plasma, 20,000C+, or 5 to 10 mes ho er than the surface of the
sun for a frac on of a second.

This ioniza on works its way up the streamer (so the light starts at the bo om and ends at the top),
and this is called the return stroke. On its way up all the places where the leader has divided get lit,
hence the spread-out pa ern of some lightning photos. A er the ﬁrst strike, the main pathway between the ground and the cloud reservoir of charge can go through another ioniza on episode (or
strike). This is the ﬂicker seen in a lightning strike.
A normal lightning path or bolt may be
many kilometres long and is only as thick
as a thumb. The speed of sound is 1 kilometre in about 3 seconds or 1 mile in
about 5 second, and you can use the me
diﬀerence between the ﬂash and the bang
to measure the distance between you and
the strike. Lightning may be seen when it is
60 kilometres away, but thunder is only
audible for maybe 10 to 20 kilometres. In
the 19th century, thunder was thought to
be caused by the implosive collapse of the par al vacuum of the lightning bolt. Nowadays, the consensus is that it is the shock wave of the sudden thermal expansion as the bolt forms plasma (sonic boom).
The rolling sound a er the ini al clap is sound arriving later from parts of the lightning bolt that are
further away. Over land, rolling thunder also echoes oﬀ surrounding terrain. 80% of lightning discharges occur from top to bo om of a cloud, or between two nearby clouds (C2C or clouds to cloud).
The ones that reach the ground are called C2G or cloud to ground.
I handle weather forecasts for around 400 yachts each year, and in the past year two have lost their
naviga on instruments due to lightning damage (both in tropical waters). This seems to be a higher
rate than the normal quote of 1 in a 1000 per year.
A yacht mast “spikes out from a ﬂat surface” and thus tends to act like a lightning rod. Normally it is
connected to the keel reasonably well by its rigging. Since lightning is sta c electricity it tends to ﬂow
on the outside of a surface, and so a metal mast and rigging should take most of the charge to the keel
and surrounding seawater. Some extrapolate from that to say there is a
cone of protec on underneath the mast, but some say that’s a myth (see
www.lightningsafety.com/nlsi_pls/cone-of-protec on-myth.html).
Installing a proper lightning rod and connec ng this via copper plate to the
keel may just divert some of the lightning charge so that it blows thru the
copper plate, holing the keel. Opinions diﬀer on this point.
See www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gkkKRfXzZI for this strike (and some
ﬂowery language).
When you see a lightning squall coming, the standard advice is to get the
sails down and the engine going on auto helm, and standby in the companion way or below deck and
cross your ﬁngers. I’d like to add that you protect your electronic equipment: Disconnect your antenna, and gather any mobile naviga on equipment such as GPS, satellite phone, tablet, laptop, etc., and
toss them into the galley oven (or a microwave if you have one) as an approxima on to a Faraday cage.
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OLD SAILOR TELLING YARNS:

“Ohhh O, Here he goes again”

Seen on the water, an AC75 prototype by INEOS TEAM UK

